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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

      KerepekScape is a new company established in Malaysia. The name has been taken from the 

combination of “Kerepek” a kind of snack that is cut thin and fried until crisp and “Escape” from 

emotional problems and troubling thoughts. KerepekScape is a partnership-owned online business 

by, Muhammad Aiman Nurhakeem Bin Norjorizwan and Ammar Bin Mohd Abdul Nassir. The 

company’s main goal is to provide a wide variety of food products mainly of the "Kerepek" variety 

to our customers at reasonable prices and with luxurious flavors that they will remember for the 

rest of their lives. To be precise, the business journey started in the month of June this year, 2022. 

     The purpose of this social media portfolio is to see students' creativity and ideas for setting up 

a business and creating an interesting post that will attract customers. This will enable students to 

generate more ideas and apply their online business experience in the future. Furthermore, this 

task allows students to discover how businesses operate online, particularly the timing of posts and 

the content that is relevant or not to post on social media. Because social media users are increasing 

every day in this technological era, it is a great way for us to promote our product. We can increase 

our sales with zero cost by using social media. It was certainly not adaptable to the new features, 

but it is interesting to explore and learn. The time span for reaching out to our customers in regards 

to our launching, promotion, and awareness has also become much faster and easier compared to 

the old-fashioned banner or advertisement in the newspaper, which people nowadays are less likely 

to come across. 

    That is why KerepekScape takes advantage of this opportunity to sell a variety of food products 

on this platform, as it will increase our sales and make it easier for customers to reach our products, 

allowing us to profit. To attract customers, we utilize a variety of selling techniques such as teaser, 

soft sell, and hard sell. KerepekScape fully utilizes the Facebook platform as well as WhatsApp 

free online communication application in terms of updating frequently to give a sense of activity 

to people who come across the page, communicates with customers by accepting multiple inquiries 

and requests and taking customer orders. Since Facebook is a large platform where it's very 

conducive to online businesses, KerepekScape uses this opportunity as a way to expose the 

product's visibility to the public in order to attract dozens of new customers, therefore resulting in 

a large sum of sales. 
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2.0 SSM REGISTRATION 
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3.0 MASMED YOUNG ENTREPRENEUR CERTIFICATE 
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4.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS 

4.1  Name and address of business 

Facebook Logo 

Facebook Cover Photo 

NAME OF BUSINESS KerepekScape 

ADDRESS                                                       
                           

PLATFORM ● Facebook 

● Whatsapp 

PHONE NUMBER               

FORM OF BUSINESS Partnership 

MAIN ACTIVITIES Selling a variety of food products 

DATE OF REGISTRATION 3 July 2022 

NAME OF BANK Maybank 

BANK ACCOUNT NUMBER              
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      4.2  Organizational charts 

 

 

 

MUHAMMAD AIMAN NUR HAKEEM BIN NORJORIZWAN FOUNDER 22 YEARS OLD 

 

 

 

 

AMMAR BIN MOHD ABDUL NASSIR FOUNDER 22 YEARS OLD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      4.3 Mission/vision 
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     Every company has a distinct purpose and vision statement that guides how it will conduct 

business in order to achieve its objectives. As a result, KerepekScape has developed its own 

mission and vision statements for the company in order to know what to accomplish in terms of 

both short- and long-term goals. 

 

          4.3.1 KerepekScape’s Mission: 

● To make KerepekScape one of the most famous chips brands in Malaysia and the first 

choice of Malaysians. 

 

          4.3.2 kerepekScape’s Vission: 

● To maintain a good relationship with the customer and create a customer loyal base. 

● To make it affordable and suitable for the various types of income in the community. 

● To serve customers with high-quality taste in order to fulfill their satisfaction. 

 

        4.4  Descriptions of products/services 

  First and foremost, KerepekScape is a Selangor-based local food product. KerepekScape is a 

company that sells a wide range of chips at reasonable prices and with a luxurious taste. We are 

selling this product because it is marketable and well-known among Malaysians. As we all know, 

chips are a popular snack in Malaysia. Chips, also known as "Kerepek," are a popular and addictive 

snack right now. This brand offers three flavors including salted egg, barbecue, and cheese. To 

begin, we only offered three products to gauge the reaction of our potential customers. These 

products are also appropriate for all ages, particularly children and teenagers. These products are 

also suitable for people of all ages, particularly teenagers and senior citizens. We use ziplock bags 

to make small packaging that is easy to transport, durable, and product secure. In addition, we 

charged a shipping fee, which was far less expensive and started at RM2. Our prices would reflect 

the length of their commute if they lived a significant distance away. For more information, they 

can contact us via Facebook or WhatsApp. As previously stated, KerepekScape will strive to 

provide the best experience possible for both its employees and their customers. We have high 

hopes that these products and prices will pique the interest of our clients. 

      4.5  Price list 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

Products: Cheese 

Description: Our Cheese Potato Chips are not 

only delicious, but they are also free of 

preservatives, artificial coloring, flavoring, and 

MSG, making them a great choice for guilt-

free snacking! 

Price: RM13 (exclude delivery charge) 

 

 

Products: Bbq 

Description: Great barbecue chips have a 

crunchy, tangy flavor. The seasoning is bold, 

but not overpowering in comparison to the 

toasty flavor of the potato chip. The best BBQ 

chips also pack a punch of lingering authentic 

smoke flavor. 

Price: RM13 (exclude delivery charge) 

 

 

Products: Salted Egg 

Description: The Salted Egg version combines 

the rich salty-sweetness of salted egg with 

crispy slices of Russet potato to create an 

addictive snack that's out of this world. 

Price: RM15 (exclude delivery charge) 

5.0 Facebook  

5.1 Creating Facebook Page 
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5.1.1 Page Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Customizing Facebook URL (FB) Page 
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5.3 Facebook (FB) Post - Teaser 
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5.4 Facebook (FB) Copywriting Post - Hard Sell 
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5.5 Facebook (FB) Copywriting - Soft Sell 
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5.6  Relevant graphics to each post/copywriting 
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6.0 Conclusion 

To conclude this report, this assignment allows us to be able to experience business and 

entrepreneurship in real life. We are able to apply all the knowledge and theories that were studied 

during classes. We are able to see the bigger picture of how to run a business and setting up a 

business. This assignment is really productive for the students as you are required to interact with 

people and expand your networking hence improving your soft skills on how to make sales and 

interact with people. This assignment will also be able to help students to find their own path and 

create their career in business. Overall this assignment is really enjoyable and will help educate 

and open the eyes of the students to discover the real life of the world. This assignment also has 

helped students to earn an income and helped us to discover the tools of social media to help 

expand and advertise the business. This will be a huge advantage for the students to be able to 

determine their pathway in life and create their own business. 


